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Q1:
A1 :

Do you have a situation where you need to send back the goods to your supplier?

Q2:
A2 :

What is RTV? How do we add an RTV?

We have a feature in MOD2 where you can send back the goods to your supplier whether the goods are damage or
not. This feature will automatically reduce your inventory, so you do not need to worry about creating separate transactions to
balance your inventory.

RTV means Return To Vendor. To add an RTV is simple, just create a Debit Memo to your Supplier.

Q3:
A3 :

What is a Debit Memo?

Q4:
A4 :

When do we create an RTV?

A Debit Memo is a note to your supplier where you are asking them to credit you for specific damages/shortages etc.

We create an RTV when we return goods to the supplier.

The following procedures are the steps in creating an RTV:
1.

Create a Normal Active Account for the supplier.
For ex. If your supplier is Tongkook then make a Normal Active Account as Tongkook (A/R)
Note: We recommend having separate account for your supplier returns.|

2.

Pack the goods that will be returned to the supplier using a Packing List.
(This will reduce your Inventory)

3.

Create an RTV. An RTV is added just like an Invoice. Just make sure you select RTV when you see the Invoice Models.

4.

Print the RTV form.
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Q5:
A5 :

How does the RTV form look like?

Q6:
A6 :

How do I get to see a list of RTV’s only? Are RTV going to be included in my Sales Report?

To see a list of RTV’s is simple, just prepare normal report like Sales Report and Tag only the Model “RTV” then
answer the other options in printing the report. RTV can be included or not as long as you know the concept in printing a
report.
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